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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. : 

Miami, Flcrida 

October 2, 1964 

LEE HARVEY OSWALD 

it is recalled that SYLVIA OBIO has advised that 
eon an evening in the latter pa ae of September, 1963, she 
was visited at her apartment in Ballas, Texas, by two 
Cubans or Mexicans, accompanied by an American whom she 
believed to be LEE HARVEY OSWALD. 

LORAN EUGENE HALL, upon interview on S ptember 
16, 1964 at Johnsondale, California, stated he had been in 
Dallas , Texas in September, 1963 in the company of 
LAWRENCE HOWARD and WILLIAM SEYMOUR, and has contacted 
many Cubans in the Dallas area, including a Cuban woman, 
a Mrs. ODIO, who lived in apartment A, located on Magellan 
ircle, Dallas in the same building with a Cuban friend 

of HALL, named KIKI FERROR. During a second interview on 
September 20, 1964, HALL stated that during his visit in 
Dallas in September, 1963, he was accompanied by LAWRENCE 
HOWARD and a Cuban whom he knew as "WAHITO," and was not 
accompanied at that time by WILLIAM SEYMOUR. He also said 
he recalled no contact with ODIO. 

Upon interview at Los Angeles, California on 
September 20, 1964, LAWRENCE JOHN HOWARD advised that he 
accompanied HAIL, to Dallas, Texas in September, 1963 

_ with a Cuban refugee named CELLIOS ALBAS who was also 
known by the name "QUARITO."’ HOWARD recalled no con- 
tact with a Cuban woman named ODIO at an apartment on 
Magellan Circle in Dallas. 

WILLIAM SE EYMOUR of Phoenix, Arizona, during in- 
terview on See LS 5 1964, Stated he and LAWRENCE 
HALL were in Dalla , Texas in October, 1963, rather than 
eee tear 1963, mae SYLVIA ODIO was unknown to him. 



EZ HARVEY OSWALD 

Review of record of Beach Welding and Supplies 

Company, Miami Beach, Florida, on September 22, 1964, 

confirmed WILLIAM SEYMOUR's employment with that’ company 

throughout the period September 5 to October 10, 1963. 

On September 24, 1964, CELIO SERGIO CASTRO 

ALBA, employed at the South Florida Sugar Company, Belle 

Glade, Florida, stated he had traveled with LORAN HALL 

and LAWRENCE HOWARD from California to Dallas, Texas, 

to Miami, Florida in September, 1963, but he had not met 

any person at Dallas namea ODIO, nox had he heard the 

name ODIO mentioned by HALL or HOWARD in Dallas. 

On October 1, 1964, SYLVIA ODIO, presently xe- 

siding at 1711 S.W. 83rd Avenue, Miami, Florida, stated 

she had moved to Miami from Dallas, Texas, with her four 

small children, about a week ago. 

Mrs. ODIO was shown photographs of LORAN 

EUGENE HALL, taken at Wichita, Kansas on December 16, 

. 19613 LAWRENCE J. HOWARD taken at Key West, Florida on 

December 4, 1962; WILLIAM HOUSTON SEYMOUR taken in March, 

1959 at San Diego, California; and CELIO SERGIO CASTRO 

ALBA taken in November, 1961 at Miami, Florida. 

Upon viewing the photographs of HALL, 

HOWARD, SEYMOUR and CASTRO, Mrs. ODIO stated that none 

of these individuals were identical with the three per- 

sons, including the individual she believed to be OSWALD, 
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oF September, 1963. She said she is not certain that 
she could ident: ify photographs of the two individuals 
accompanying the one she believed to be OSWALD, because 

the passage of time since the incident and becaus 3a 
Snaseaaeeie Sometime differ from the real appearance of 
an individual. 

Mrs. ODIO added she did believe, however, she 
could recognize the individual who gave his name as 
LEOPOLDO. She indicated that the photograph of CELIO 
CASTRO was similar to the appearance of LEOPOLDO but that 
EOPOLDO's hair line was receding at the temples. She 

also thought that the photo of CELIO CASTRO did not give 
the Mexican appearance that she recalled LEOPOLDO to have. 

Mrs. ODIO stated she did not know anyone named 
MIKI FERRER, Ox FERROR, either resident in the apartment 
®: uiiding at 1084 Magellan Circle, where she resided, or 
agewnere. She stated there was a Cuban family of man, 

wite and two children with the surname MASFERRER, who 
also lived in the Crestwood Apartments on Magell an Circle, 
about 5 or 6 buildings down from the building in which 

8. ODIO lived. She said that on occasion the Cuban families- 
ving in the Crestwood Apartments would have get-togethers 

nad she recalled that on one occagion the son of the 
aforementioned MASFERRER became involved in a fight with 
another individual and the get-together deteriorated into 
a general disturbance to which the police were called. 
She stated she did not know the first name of Mr. MASFERRER. 
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Also on October 1, 1964, the photographs described 
hereinbefore were displayed to ANNIE LAURIE ODIG, younger 
sister of SYLVIA ODIO, who stated she had opened the door 
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LEE HARVEY OSWALD 

of the ODIO apartment in Dallas to the three individuals 
including one believed to be LZZ HARVEY OSWALD, who 
called at the apartment in the last week of September, 
1964. ANNIE LAURIE ODIO stated none of the photographs 
appeared similar'to the three individuals in her recollece- 

-tion. 

When telephonicaily contacted on the morning 
of October 1, 1964 in order to arrange -an interview, 
SYLVIA ODIO advised that she had an appointment.at 11:30 
AM that date with her doctor. The interview was then 
set for 1:00 PM. Shortly after making this. arrangement 
for interview, Mx. MAURICE FERRE, a member of the FERRE 
family with extensive industrial holdings in South Florida 
and Puerto Rico, contacted the Miami Office of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation to state he is a personal friend of 
SYLVIA ODIO. He wished to advise that ODIO was then under © 
the care of Dr. IRWIN JACOBS, psychiatrist, at Miami, and 
had attempted suicide during the past week. - 
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